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Abstract
Previous studies have shown that developmental changes in the structure and function of prefrontal
regions can continue throughout childhood and adolescence. Our recent results suggested a role for
the left inferior frontal cortex in modulating task-dependent shifts in effective connectivity when
adults focus on orthographic versus phonological aspects of presented words. Specifically, the top-
down influence of the inferior frontal cortex determined whether incoming word-form information
from the fusiform gyrus would have a greater impact on the parietal areas involved in orthographic
processing or temporal areas involved in phonological processing. In the current study, we find that
children displayed an identical pattern of task-dependent functional activations within this network.
In comparison to adults, however, children had significantly weaker top-down modulatory influences
emanating from the inferior frontal area. Adult language processing may thus involve greater top-
down cognitive control compared to children, resulting in less interference from task-irrelevant
information.
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Introduction
Brain maturation and cognitive development occur concurrently during childhood and
adolescence (Casey et al., 2005). While maturation of particular brain regions plays a role in
the acquisition of new sensory, motor or cognitive abilities, an important factor in functional
brain development is the process of organizing inter-regional interactions (Johnson, 2000).
This view is consistent with the notion that complex cognitive functions are subserved by large-
scale distributed networks whereby individual components may act as nodal points for
integrating and distributing information among other regions in a network (Damasio, 1989;
Mesulam, 1998).

One region in which developmental studies have consistently demonstrated late structural
changes is the prefrontal cortex (Stuss, 1992; Sowell et al., 2001; Gogtay et al., 2004). Whereas
gray matter density in prefrontal regions decreases with age (Gogtay et al., 2004), white matter
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density and myelination increase with age in these regions (Dobbing and Sands, 1973;
Klingberg et al., 1999; Paus et al., 1999). This suggests that there is an increase in connectivity
between prefrontal and other regions during late childhood and adolescence (Paus et al.,
1999). This age-related increase in structural connectivity is related to developmental
improvements in reading (Beaulieu et al., 2005) and memory functions (Sowell et al., 2001).
While these results show that development of cognitive abilities is related to changes in
structural connectivity, more direct evidence for the importance of inter-regional interaction
in development can be provided by examining the relation of cognitive development to
functional connectivity. The current study examines developmental changes in the functional
interactions among brain regions, and specifically in the interactions between prefrontal and
posterior regions.

The left inferior frontal gyrus has an established role in language processing (Cabeza and
Nyberg, 2000; Fiez, 1997; Friederici et al., 2003; Poldrack et al., 1999; Price, 2000) and has
consistently shown an increase in activation with age in neuroimaging studies on language
processing. Both phonological and semantic word generation tasks show increased activation
with age in the left inferior frontal cortex (Gaillard et al., 2003; Holland et al., 2001; Schlaggar
et al., 2002). Age-related increases in activation in Broadman area 44 of the left inferior frontal
gyrus has also been shown in a large sample of children performing a word generation task
(332 participants, 5-19 years old) (Schapiro et al., 2004). A similar developmental pattern has
been found in other linguistic tasks in different parts of the left inferior frontal cortex. An
implicit reading task, in which participants (6-22 years old) were required to detect a visual
feature in words and non-words, generated increased activation with age in ventral left inferior
frontal gyrus (BA 47) (Turkeltaub et al., 2003). Finally, in a direct comparison of adults and
children on phonological and orthographic judgment tasks, greater activation for adults was
found in the dorsal part of the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 9) (Booth et al., 2004).

In addition to language processing, the inferior frontal gyrus has also been implicated in
executive functioning tasks requiring cognitive control (Kemmotsu et al., 2005; Miller,
2000; Rowe et al., 2005). In a recent study with adult participants, we suggested that the left
inferior frontal gyrus is involved in top-down control over posteriorregions (Bitan et al.,
2005). Our findings showed that parietal and temporal regions, which are selectively active
during orthographic and phonological judgment tasks, serve as integration zones that respond
to both sensory word-form information and top-down modulatory control from the left inferior
frontal gyrus. We showed that such modulatory influences from the left inferior frontal gyrus
selectively influenced the sensitivity of temporal versus parietal regions to visual word-form
information, depending on whether the goal was to engage in phonological or orthographic
processing, respectively.

In the current study, we examined the role of the left inferior frontal gyrus in modulating
temporal and parietal regions in children. Previous studies have found weaker cognitive control
in children compared to adults in tasks that require withholding of inappropriate responses
(Bunge et al., 2002; Williams et al., 1999) and suppressing interference from irrelevant stimuli
(Bunge et al., 2002; Ridderinkhof et al., 1997; Tipper et al., 1989). We therefore explored
whether the inferior frontal cortex would have weaker modulatory control over temporoparietal
regions in children engaged in tasks of orthographic and phonological processing. To address
this hypothesis, we examined the pattern of effective connectivity (directional influences
between brain regions) in an fMRI study in children 9-12 years old. The children performed
rhyming and spelling judgment tasks on visually presented words, and their results were
compared to our previously published data on adults (Bitan et al., 2005).
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Methods
Participants

Fifteen 9- to 12-year-old children (mean 10.9, 7 females) participated in this study. All
participants were native English speakers, with no diagnosed neurological/psychiatric
disorders or language/reading disabilities. 12 participants were right-handed, and 3 were left-
handed. All left-handed participants were left hemisphere dominant for language. The results
were compared to previously published data on 12 adults (8 females, all right handed) (Bitan
et al., 2005).

Stimuli and procedures
Word judgment tasks—In both the spelling and rhyming tasks, three words were presented
visually in a sequential order, and the participant had to determine whether the final word
matched either of the two previous words according to a predefined rule. In the spelling task,
participants determined whether the final word had the same rime spelling as either of the first
two words. The rime included all letters after the first consonant or consonant cluster (Bowey,
1990). In the rhyming task, participants determined whether the final word rhymed with either
of the first two words. Participants indicated their judgment by pressing one of two buttons.
For both the spelling and rhyming tasks, half of the target trials contained a target word that
rhymed and was orthographically similar to one of the preceding two words (e.g., hold-cold).
The other half contained a target word that rhymed but was orthographically dissimilar to one
of the preceding two words (e.g., hope-soap). In addition, half of the correct trials involved a
match to the first stimulus and half involved a match to the second stimulus. 60% of the trials
involved a match and 40% involve a non-match. The non-matching trials involved three
orthographically different words that were non-rhyming.

Perceptual control task—The experimental set-up and timing for the control blocks was
exactly the same as for the word blocks, except the three stimuli were abstract, non-linguistic
symbols consisting of straight lines (e.g. \ \ or \ /).

Task procedure—The spelling and the rhyming tasks were each administered in a separate
9-min runs, which was preceded by written instructions to the subject. Each task procedure
consisted of 10 blocks of 54 s, in which 5 experimental blocks alternated with 5 control blocks.
In each trial, three consecutive stimuli were presented, each stimulus for 800 ms followed by
a 200-ms blank interval. Participants had 2000 ms to respond. Each trial lasted a total of 5000
ms. Each block began with a 4-s instruction screen followed by 10 trials.

fMRI acquisition and analysis
Images were acquired using a 1.5-T GE scanner with EPI method. The scanning parameters
were TR=3000 ms, TE=40 ms, flip angle=90°, matrix size=64 × 64, field of view=22 cm, slice
thickness=4 mm, number of slices=32. These scanning parameters resulted in a 3.437 × 3.437
× 4-mm voxel size. Each task resulted in 180 images. Data analysis was performed using
Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM2) (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The images were
spatially realigned to the first volume to correct for head movements. No individual runs had
more than 3 mm of movement. Sinc interpolation was used to minimize timing errors between
slices (Henson et al., 1999). The functional images were coregistered with an anatomical image,
and normalized to the standard T1 template volume (MNI). The data were then smoothed with
a 7-mm isotropic Gaussian kernel.

In order to rule out the possibility that any difference between the groups is due to difference
in motion, we calculated GLM analyses of 2 Age groups (children, adults) by 2 Tasks (spelling,
rhyming) separately on the x-plane, y-plane, and z-plane motion estimates. These analyses
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revealed no significant main effects or interactions involving age, indicating that movement
was not reliably different between the adults and children for the x-plane (Mc=0.16 ± 0.03;
range=0.03 to 0.32 versus Ma=0.17 ± 0.03; range=0.05 to 0.5), y-plane (Mc=0.30 ± 0.04;
range=0.11 to 0.74 versus Ma=0.32 ± 0.04; range=0.17 to 0.59), or z-plane (Mc=0.56 ± 0.08;
range=0.14 to 1.63 versus Ma=0.46 ± 0.09; range=0.12 to 0.90).

Statistical analyses at the first level were calculated using an epoch-based design, with the two
tasks (spelling and rhyming) as conditions of interest. A high pass filter with a cutoff period
of 256 s was applied. Group results were obtained using random effects analyses by combining
subject-specific summary statistics across the group as implemented in SPM2 (Penny and
Holmes, 2003). Group results were then used to choose the regions of interest for the effective
connectivity analysis. In order to simplify the network, and due to the strong asymmetry in the
activation clusters and well-documented laterality of language processes, only left hemisphere
clusters larger than 35 voxels were included. This process resulted in four ROIs in the left
hemisphere: fusiform gyrus (FG), inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), intraparietal sulcus (IPS), and
lateral temporal cortex (LTC). Two regions were active in both tasks (i.e., FG and IFG), while
the other two ROIs were each selectively active in one of the tasks (i.e., the IPS in the spelling
task, and the LTC in the rhyming task) (Fig. 1A, Table 1).

Effective connectivity
Four regions of interest were specified in the left hemisphere for each individual: FG, IFG, IPS
and LTC. Regional responses were summarized as the principal eigenvariates of responses
within a sphere centered on the most significant voxel for each subject. For the task-specific
regions (LTC and IPS), this was a 6-mm sphere to minimize the number of inactive voxels
included. For the task-common regions (IFG and FG), we used a 10-mm sphere in order to
include active voxels from both the spelling and rhyming tasks. Subject-specific maxima were
defined operationally as the most significant voxel within 28 mm of the group maximum in
the appropriate activation map. The coordinates for the task-specific regions, LTC and IPS,
were determined by the rhyming and spelling tasks respectively. The subject-specific maxima
for the IFG and FG were taken as the average position of the maxima in the rhyming and
spelling activation maps. One subject was excluded as there were no significant clusters within
28 mm from the group reference voxel (in LTC). Fig. 1B presents the location of the centers
of the individual ROIs.

Effective connectivity analysis was performed using the Dynamic Causal Modeling (DCM)
tool in SPM2 (Friston et al., 2003; Penny et al., 2004). In DCM, three sets of parameters are
estimated: the direct influence of stimuli on regional activity; the intrinsic or latent connections
between regions (i.e., the inter-regional influences in the absence of modulating experimental
effects); and the changes in the intrinsic connectivity between regions induced by the
experimental design (modulatory effects) (Mechelli et al., 2003). Our analysis adopted a two-
stage procedure that is formally identical to the summary statistic approach used in random
effects analysis of neuroimaging data. In our analysis, however, the first level (subject-specific)
models were the parameters from the DCMs. These parameters were taken to a second
(between-subject) level using the random effects approach. Subject-specific DCMs were fully
and reciprocally connected (resulting in 12 connections) with modulatory influences from both
tasks specified on all the connections. Input stimuli from therhyming and the spelling tasks
were modeled as exerting direct effects on the FG. Due to the lack of detailed knowledge of
anatomical connectivity in the language system of humans and because reciprocal
interconnectivity has been found in other primate brain systems (Bullmore et al., 2000;
Mechelli et al., 2002; Chaminade and Fonlupt, 2003), a fully connected and fully modulated
model was specified, consistent with our study in adults (Bitan et al., 2005). DCM enables this
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level of connectivity by using a Bayesian framework in model estimation (Friston et al.,
2003).

Since detailed results of the adult group are presented elsewhere (Bitan et al., 2005), we only
report results for the children and for the comparison between groups. We restrict our
discussion of results to intrinsic connections and modulatory effects significant at a level of
p < 0.05 (corrected for 12 comparisons), tested in a 1-sample t-test. To determine whether task-
selective regions are involved in integrating task-specific information in children (as previously
demonstrated in adults), two types of analyses were done. First, for each selectively active
region the modulatory effects were compared in three paired t-tests between converging and
diverging connections within task (p < 0.05 corrected for 3 comparisons). Second, for each
task the modulatory effects were compared between the influence of FG and IFG on the IPS
versus LTC, in two paired t-tests (p < 0.05 corrected for 2 comparisons). To test our main
hypothesis, that children and adults differ in the top-down modulation from inferior frontal
gyrus to posterior regions, we performed a two-sample t-test within each task comparing the
two groups on the modulatory effect from the IFG to the task-selective region (p < 0.05). In
order to examine the possibility that the difference in effective connectivity is a result of the
difference in behavioral performance between groups, we tested the correlation between
performance measures (accuracy and reaction time) and the modulatory effect of each task on
the influence from IFG towards each task-selective region. Due to the explicit group structure
of age and accuracy, that prevents the usage of partial correlation across groups, the correlation
was performed within each group.

Results
In a GLM analysis of behavioral performance within each task, with 2 conditions (words versus
control) and 2 age groups, the results show that adults were more accurate than children in both
the spelling (Ma=0.98 ± 0.02, range: 0.94-1.0; versus Mc=0.89 ± 0.07, range: 0.78-1.0) and
rhyming tasks (Ma=0.97 ± 0.04, range: 0.88-1.0; versus Mc=0.92 ± 0.06, range: 0.78-0.98),
(F(1,25)=17.7, 11.8; p < 0.01). In addition, adults have responded faster than children in the
spelling (Ma=868 ± 196 ms, range: 575-1190; versus Mc=1529 ± 220 ms, range: 1212-1971)
and rhyming tasks (Ma=916 ± 232, range: 595-1282; versus Mc=1416 ± 152 ms, range
1131-1636), (F(1,25)=42.5, 39.7; p < 0.001).

Conventional fMRI analysis
Fig. 1A and Table 1 present the clusters of activation in the spelling and in the rhyming tasks
in children. Detail descriptions of activation in adults and group comparisons are presented
elsewhere (Bitan et al., 2005 and Booth et al., 2004 respectively). The group maxima of left
hemisphere clusters (uncorrected p < 0.001, extent threshold: 35 voxels) were used as reference
for choosing the individual ROIs. For the spelling task, these ROIs included the inferior frontal
gyrus (BA 45/46/9), the fusiform gyrus (BA 37), and the intraparietal sulcus, including the
precuneus and parts of the superior and inferior parietal lobules (BA 7/40). In the rhyming task,
these clusters included the inferior frontal gyri (BA 44/46/45), the left fusiform gyrus (BA 37)
and the middle temporal gyrus (BA 22). These ROIs were all within 10 mm from those
identified in adults (Bitan et al., 2005).

Effective connectivity analysis
As in adults, all intrinsic connections (i.e., connections that are independent of the task) were
significant in children. Figs. 2A and B present the modulatory effects of the spelling and
rhyming tasks, respectively, on the influences among brain regions in children. The spelling
task (Fig. 2A) elicited significant modulatory effects on all converging influences into IPS, all
converging influences into IFG and the influence of FG on LTC. The rhyming task (Fig. 2B)
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elicited significant modulatory effects on all converging influences into LTC and the
converging influences on IFG from LTC and FG. A negative modulatory effect of the rhyming
task was found on the converging influences into IPS from IFG and LTC. The pattern of
modulatory effects in children stands in striking similarity to the effects in adults (Figs. 2C,
D).

The role of task-selective regions in integration was evaluated by examining the modulatory
effects of the tasks on connections converging on LTC and IPS versus those diverging from
these regions. The effect of the spelling task on converging influences from FG, IFG and LTC
onto IPS was stronger than on diverging influences from this region (t(14)=6.4, 3.8, 4.7; p <
0.01 corrected, respectively, Fig. 2A). Similarly, the effect of the rhyming task on converging
influences from FG, IFG and IPS onto LTC was significantly stronger than on diverging
influences from LTC (t(14)=6.8, 2.6, 5.1; p < 0.05 corrected, respectively, Fig. 2B). These
patterns are similar to the findings in adults (Figs. 2C—spelling and d—rhyming).

A further indication for the role of IPS and LTC in integrating task-specific information is
provided by the comparison between converging influences into these two regions.
Comparisons in adults showed that the spelling task enhanced convergent influences on IPS
more than on LTC, while the rhyming task effects showed the opposite pattern (dotted arcs in
Figs. 2C and D) (Bitan et al., 2005). These findings were replicated in children, in whom the
effect of spelling on influences from FG and IFG onto IPS was stronger than on the influences
onto LTC (t(14)=3.8, 4.3; p < 0.01 corrected, respectively), (dotted arcs in Fig. 2A).
Conversely, rhyming elicited stronger effects from FG and IFG onto LTC versus the influences
onto IPS (t(14)=6.2, 4.0; p < 0.01 corrected, respectively), (dotted arcs in Fig. 2B).

To test our main hypothesis regarding the differences between children and adults in the top-
down influence from inferior frontal gyrus to posterior regions, we compared the groups within
each task (Fig. 3). The modulatory effect of the spelling task on the influence of IFG on IPS
was stronger in adults compared to children (t(25)=1.7, p < 0.05). Similarly, adults showed a
greater modulatory effect of the rhyming task on the influence from IFG to LTC (t(25)=2.2,
p < 0.05).

In order to de-confound the effects of age and behavioral performance on effective
connectivity, we tested the correlation between performance and effective connectivity within
each group. Accuracy and reaction time were separately correlated with the modulatory effect
of each task on the influence from IFG towards each task-selective region. Spelling task effects
on the influence of IFG on IPS were not correlated with either accuracy (r=0.26, 0.1 in children
and adults respectively) or reaction time (r=0.33, 0.06 in children and adults respectively). The
effect of the rhyming task on the influence of IFG on LTC was negatively correlated with
accuracy in children (r=-0.57, p < 0.05) but not in adults (r=-0.06) and was not correlated with
reaction time in either group (r=0.01 children, 0.2 adults). Because the correlation with
accuracy in the rhyming task is negative in children (higher accuracy is related to weaker
modulatory effects), it cannot account for the difference between groups (adults showed higher
accuracy but stronger modulatory effects). These results show that when the effect of age is
controlled, variability of performance within group does not account for differences in effective
connectivity.

Discussion
The results of the present study, from a group of 9- to 12-year-old children, replicate our results
in adults (Bitan et al., 2005) by showing that posterior task-selective regions serve to integrate
converging information relevant to a specific task. However, the comparison between groups
showed that task-related modulation of connectivity from IFG onto posterior task-selective
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regions was weaker in children compared to adults. This suggests that adult language
processing is characterized by greater top-down cognitive control compared to children.

The children’s performance on the spelling and rhyming tasks in the current study was less
accurate and slower compared to adults’. In these tasks, participants are required to base their
judgment on either orthographic or phonological information. Both tasks included items that
were phonologically similar, but orthographically dissimilar (e.g., hope-soap), so participants
had to ignore irrelevant orthography to make a rhyming judgment and irrelevant phonology to
make a spelling judgment. Previous studies show that children’s ability to enhance the
processing of task-relevant information (Richards, 2003; van der Stelt et al., 1998) and suppress
interference from information that is irrelevant to the task is weaker compared to adults (Bunge
et al., 2002; Casey et al., 2001, 2002; Tipper et al., 1989; Williams et al., 1999). We suggest
that weaker control of the IFG over posterior regions underlies the children’s relative difficulty
in performing the tasks in the current study. The results of our previous study with adult subjects
(Bitan et al., 2005) suggested that modulatory influences emanating from the left inferior
frontal gyrus selectively influence the sensitivity of temporal versus parietal regions to visual
word-form information, depending on whether the goal was to engage in phonological or
orthographic processing respectively. The weaker top-down modulation from the left inferior
frontal gyrus in children presumably results in less selective enhancement of the relevant
information, and therefore, less effective suppression of task-irrelevant information. Although
we cannot completely rule out the possibility that differences in effective connectivity are the
result, rather than the cause of performance differences between groups, our analysis within
each group suggests that variability of performance may not account for differences in effective
connectivity, therefore supporting our conclusion that the difference in effective connectivity
reflects a developmental effect.

Our interpretation for the involvement of the inferior frontal cortex in selective enhancement
of task-relevant information is consistent with the role of the prefrontal cortex in cognitive
control suggested by studies in primates and humans (Miller, 2000). Primate studies show
widespread projections from the prefrontal cortex to cortical and subcortical regions, allowing
top-down modulation of posterior regions (Fuster, 1989; Pandya and Barnes, 1987). Single
unit recording from the prefrontal cortex in monkeys show that neurons convey information
about the specific demands of tasks as opposed to the physical properties of cues (Watanabe,
1992). Human patients with prefrontal lesions have difficulty selecting the most appropriate
response for a given situation, and their behavior is captured by salient sensory cues that
reflexively elicit strongly associated actions (stimulus bound behavior) (Duncan et al., 1996;
Miller, 2000). Studies in healthy human subjects show task-dependent changes in the coupling
of prefrontal regions with motor and visual areas (Rowe et al., 2005) as well as with subcortical
regions (Lenartowicz and McIntosh, 2005). It has therefore been suggested that activity in the
prefrontal cortex can exert a top-down influence by providing an excitatory signal that biases
processing in other brain systems towards task-relevant information (Miller, 2000).

Previous studies have suggested that development is characterized by an increase in the effect
of top-down control of prefrontal cortex on posterior regions (Brown et al., 2005; Casey et al.,
2005; Gilmore and Johnson, 1995; Luna et al., 2001). Indirect evidence for these claims was
provided by findings of increased activation with age in prefrontal regions during tasks of
executive control. In the Stroop task, increased activation with age (7-22 years old) was found
in the left lateral prefrontal cortex in addition to posterior regions (Adleman et al., 2002). In a
Go/No-go task, subjects (8-20 years old) showed a positive correlation of activation with age
in the left inferior frontal gyrus (Tamm et al., 2002). In a task of oculomotor response
suppression, subjects (8-30 years old) showed increased activation with age in prefrontal
regions, which correlated with the ability to inhibit prepotent responses (Luna et al., 2001).
The results of the current study provide more direct evidence that top-down modulation from
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prefrontal cortex to posterior regions increases during development and selectively enhances
task-relevant information. These results may explain children’s susceptibility to interference
from irrelevant information.

Our results may also shed light on the developmental increase in regional specialization of
temporoparietal areas for specific cognitive tasks. Previous studies have shown a more diffused
and distributed pattern of activation in children compared to focused patterns of activation in
adults in both linguistic and perceptual (face and object) tasks (Booth et al., 2004; Brown et
al., 2005; Casey et al., 2002; Durston et al., 2005; Gaillard et al., 2000; Hertz-Pannier et al.,
1997; Passarotti et al., 2003). ERP studies have also shown that neuronal regions are more
broadly tuned in young children compared to adults (de Haan et al., 1998; Neville et al.,
1992). It has been suggested that cortical regions initially respond to a wide variety of stimuli,
but later during development the same region may only be engaged by a subset of these stimuli.
This is analogous to the process of tuning the response properties of single neurons. According
to this account, the process of narrowing the response properties facilitates speed of processing
for the stimuli or task for which it becomes specialized (Johnson, 2000), and mediates the
emergence of greater behavioral expertise and efficiency (Gathers et al., 2004; Gauthier and
Nelson, 2001; Passarotti et al., 2003). It has been further suggested that the process of fine-
tuning cortical regions results from changing interactions with other brain regions (Johnson,
2001), and specifically with the recruitment of top-down control mechanisms operating from
prefrontal regions to posterior regions (Brown et al., 2005; Casey et al., 2005). The results of
the current study support these claims. These results further suggest that the increase in top-
down modulation from prefrontal to temporoparietal regions could mediate the gradual
establishment of regional selectivity in the temporal and parietal regions for phonological and
orthographic processing, respectively.
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Fig. 1.
Regions included in the effective connectivity analysis. (A) Group activation for the spelling
and rhyming tasks compared to their mean. FG—fusiform gyrus, LTC—lateral temporal
cortex, IFG—inferior frontal gyrus, IPS—intraparietal sulcus. (B) Centers of ROIs in
individual subjects. Purple—IFG, Orange—FG, Yellow—LTC, Blue—IPS.
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Fig. 2.
Modulatory effects of the tasks. Effects of the spelling and rhyming tasks in children (A, B
respectively) and in adults (C, D respectively) are presented. The average effects across
individuals are displayed, with significant effects in black, and non-significant effect in grey.
Pairs of effects that are significantly different are indicated by * (and connected by a dotted
arc in distant pairs) with the stronger effect indicated in bold. For example, in panel A, the
dotted arc on the right indicates that the fusiform area had a significantly greater influence on
the IPS than on the LTC in the spelling task.
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Fig. 3.
Modulatory effects that are stronger in adults compared to children.
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